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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Understand why we need Emergency Action Plans

• Understand OSHA requirements for escape/exit routes

• Understand OSHA requirements of Emergency Action Plans

• Understand fire extinguisher regulations and training requirements
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HISTORY

• There are approximately 99,500 fires annually that cost businesses 
over $2.6 billion

• These fires kill more than 60 people (which is down from 200 in 1995) 
and injure more than 1,200 people each year (which is down from 
5,000 in 1995)

• 45% of businesses never reopen after a fire due to the high cost of 
recovery and repairs
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WHY DO WE NEED EMERGENCY ACTION PLANS?

• To prepare ourselves to prevent fatalities and injuries

• To reduce damage to buildings and contents

• To accelerate the resumption of normal operations

• Provide confidence to workers that a plan is in place and that it can be 
executed

• Need to understand Emergency Action Plan is unique to each facility
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THE NEED
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WHAT TO PLAN FOR…

• Fire/Explosion

• Tornado/Severe Weather

• Earthquakes

• Chemical spills

• Workplace Violence/Threats

• Utility Failure

• Medical Emergency
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ESCAPE ROUTE

A continuous and unobstructed way of exit travel from any point in a 
building or structure to a public way (a street, yard, court or other open 
space leading to the street)

Three parts to an escape route:

• The way of exit access

• The exit

• The way of exit discharge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.35(a)Another term for “means of egress” is “escape route.”Emphasis is on escaping from fires, however some additional hazards include: Explosion Earthquake Bomb threat Toxic vapors Storms (tornadoes, hurricanes, etc.)��Compounding factors that may interfere with safe escape include: Panic and confusion, Poor visibility, Lack of information, and Misinformation.These factors frequently cause more injuries and fatalities than the hazard itself.
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ESCAPE ROUTE
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ESCAPE ROUTES GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

• Fire alarms are required if a fire could start without providing 
adequate warning to occupants

• Enough exits for quick escape

• Emergency lighting

• Escape routes:

- Minimum width = 28 inches                    

- Minimum ceiling height = 7-½ feet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.36(b)(1) Two exit routes. At least two exit routes must be available in a workplace to permit prompt evacuation of employees and other building occupants during an emergency, except as allowed in paragraph (b)(3) of this section. The exit routes must be located as far away as practical from each other so that if one exit route is blocked by fire or smoke, employees can evacuate using the second exit route.1910.36(b)(3) A single exit route. A single exit route is permitted where the number of employees, the size of the building, its occupancy, or the arrangement of the workplace is such that all employees would be able to evacuate safely during an emergency.Note to paragraph (b) of this section: For assistance in determining the number of exit routes necessary for your workplace, consult NFPA 101-2009, Life Safety Code, or IFC- 2009, International Fire Code (incorporated by reference, see § 1910.6).1910.37(b)Lighting and marking must be adequate and appropriate. 1910.37(b)(1)Each exit route must be adequately lighted so that an employee with normal vision can see along the exit route. 1910.37(b)(2)Each exit must be clearly visible and marked by a sign reading "Exit." 1910.37(b)(3)Each exit route door must be free of decorations or signs that obscure the visibility of the exit route door.1910.37(i)Fire alarms also facilitate the orderly conduct of fire exit drills.
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Must not install any lock or fastening that impedes or prevents escape 
from the inside of any building.

White Snake Concert 2003
Station Nightclub, RI

• 100 Killed

• 230 Injured

• 132 Escapes

LOCKING EXITS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An exit door must be unlocked. 1910.36(d)(1)Employees must be able to open an exit route door from the inside at all times without keys, tools, or special knowledge. A device such as a panic bar that locks only from the outside is permitted on exit discharge doors. 1910.36(d)(2)Exit route doors must be free of any device or alarm that could restrict emergency use of the exit route if the device or alarm fails. 1910.36(d)(3)An exit route door may be locked from the inside only in mental, penal, or correctional facilities and then only if supervisory personnel are continuously on duty and the employer has a plan to remove occupants from the facility during an emergency.
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• Exits must be readily accessible at all times

• A door must be a side-hinged and swing in the direction of exit travel 
if room is occupied by more than 50 people or contains high-hazard 
contents

• Exits signs must be illuminated or have illumination on them at all 
times, and must be at least 6” tall letters and a minimum of ¾” 
thickness of letters.

ACCESS TO EXITS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.37(f)(1) & (2)High hazard contents are those which are liable to burn with extreme rapidity or which may produce poisonous fumes or explosions in a  fire.  Examples include flammable chemicals and grain.
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MAINTAINING ESCAPE ROUTES

Escape routes from all parts of the building must be continuously 
maintained free of all obstructions in case of emergency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.37(k)(2)
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EXIT MARKING

• Must have minimum foot-candles of illumination
- Surface value of 5 ft candles

• Signs must be located and configured so as to be readily visible.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.37(q)(1)
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EXIT MARKING

A sign reading “Exit” with an arrow indicating the directions must be 
placed in every location where the direction of travel to the nearest exit 
is not immediately apparent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.37(q)(5)
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EXIT MARKING

If a door, passage, or stairway is not an exit or a way of exit access but 
may be mistaken for one, it must be identified by a sign reading “Not an 
Exit,” “Storeroom,” “To Basement,” etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.37(q)(2)
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EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN

• Describes actions that must be taken to ensure employee safety in 
emergencies 

• Includes floor plans or maps which show emergency escape routes

• Tells employees what actions to take in emergency situations

• Covers emergencies the employer may reasonably expect, such as 
fires, explosions, toxic chemical releases, hurricanes, tornadoes, 
violence, and floods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.38(a) applies to all emergency action plans required by a particular OSHA standard, such as the Fire Brigades or Permit-Required Confined Spaces standard.  The emergency action plan must be in writing, except for firms with 10 or fewer employees.  These businesses can communicate the plan orally to employees.Emergency plans include, as a minimum:- Escape procedures and escape route assignments- Critical plant operations shutdown procedure- Procedure to account for all personnel- Assignment of rescue and medical duties- Means for reporting emergencies- Identification of responsible persons to contact for further informationEmployee training is necessary and an alarm system must be in place which has a distinctive signal.See OSHA Publication 3088, “How to Prepare for Workplace Emergencies”, available at www.osha.gov for more information.
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EMERGENCY ESCAPE PROCEDURES AND ESCAPE ROUTES

• Discuss emergency escape routes - maps (posted)

• Fire detection systems

• Fixed extinguishing system hazards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under Emergency Action Plan requirements, we have developed emergency escape routes for the various locations in the facility. Floor plans or work-area maps clearly define emergency escape routes and are commonly used to convey this information.�The instructor should explain any fire detection systems in place at the facility– sprinkler system, smoke alarms, etc.If there are any fixed extinguishing systems (other than automatic sprinkler systems), such as Halon or Carbon Dioxide, the employees must be aware of their location and alarm system.  They should also be familiar with the hazards of the discharging of these systems in an enclosed area.�
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ALARM SYSTEMS

• When there is an alarm, evacuate or perform your assigned 
emergency actions

• Know the different types of alarm signals

• Under 10 Employees: You may use a verbal signal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most companies use alarm systems to tell employees that they should evacuate an area or take a specific action. You must be able to recognize these alarms. In areas where production noise could prevent an alarm from being heard, flashing lights are often installed as a second, visual alarm. These alarm systems can generally also operate from auxiliary power sources so that they can operate even when the power goes out.��If you use more than one signal to indicate a specific type of emergency, be sure to distinguish between signals and indicate what action each requires.
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EVACUATION

• Supervisors check rooms and enclosed spaces where employees could 
be trapped

• Supervisors account for all employees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to be sure that all employees have been safely evacuated. Therefore, we have set up a system that allows us to take roll call once an evacuation is complete. It's primarily for this reason that we ask that you always let your supervisor know when you are away from your workstation and where you are going. If you are in another department when an emergency occurs and evacuate with that department without telling anyone of your location, your supervisor may assume that you are still inside the building and send rescue personnel in to look for you.
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EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES

• If they spot a fire, the first thing to do is turn on the alarm. Period.

• Don't stop to decide if the fire is so small you can put it out yourself.

• Don't think it's someone else's job to report it. 

• Turn on the alarm.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing how to report fires and other emergencies to the appropriate emergency response agencies is just as important as knowing the evacuation procedures.��Many workplaces have pull fire alarms that both activate audible (and perhaps visual) alarms throughout the workplace and send an alarm directly to the local fire department.��Most automatic fire suppression systems also send an alarm to the fire department.��Another way to report a fire is to call the fire department on the phone. Most areas have 911 service that can be used to quickly contact fire, police, or ambulance services.��Employees must also know how to report an emergency situation within the facility. For example, if you call 911 to report a dumpster fire to the fire department, you will still need to report the fire to your supervisors and coworkers if an automatic fire alarm is not sounding. As another example, if you have used a portable fire extinguisher to put out a small fire, you still need to report the incident to your supervisor.��
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EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES

• Recognize the sound of the emergency alarm

• Know your responsibilities for shutting down operations or systems

• Know where to find first-aid supplies and fire extinguishers

• Alert other people around you to evacuate

• Follow your assigned evacuation route and meet at your assigned 
assembly point

- Don't wander around - we have to be able to find you to make sure you're safe
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SEVERE WEATHER

• Alarm signal

• Shelter areas
- Stay away from doors, windows, and outer walls  
- Go to the center of the building or into an interior windowless bathroom or closet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emergency evacuation procedures may also indicate shelter areas, such as locker rooms and cafeterias that are structurally sound, and the best routes to these areas. You might need to take shelter during a tornado, for example.��The designation of refuge or safe areas for evacuation should be determined and identified in the plan. In a building divided into fire zones by fire walls, the refuge area may still be within the same building but in a different zone from where the emergency occurs.��
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CRITICAL PLAN OPERATIONS

• Designate workers to shutdown critical systems
- Gas
- Electrical
- Plant equipment

• Monitor plant power supplies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If time permits before evacuation, turn off any equipment you are operating, such as forklifts or conveyors. The plant manager may designate certain workers to shutdown critical facility systems, such as gas and electrical power, before evacuating the work area.��Essential plant operations may include the monitoring of plant power supplies, water supplies, and other essential services which cannot be shut down for every emergency alarm. Essential plant operations may also include chemical or manufacturing processes which must be shut down in stages or steps where certain employees must be present to assure that safe shut down procedures are completed.
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DISASTER RECOVERY

Modified EAP

• Evacuation

• Employee alarms

• Head count

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the company has suffered a disaster, some employees may be part of a disaster recovery team. This team would be allowed to enter the building after it has been damaged. The team could be involved with the supervision of contractors, escorting officials who are investigating the incident, or salvaging company records.��Because of the unique hazards created by the damage to the building, this recovery team needs a specially modified emergency action plan to outline procedures for:��* Evacuation�* Employee alarms�* Accounting for employees after evacuation��During disaster recovery activities, the building’s electric, water, and natural gas services may be interrupted. Fire suppression systems may not be functional. Debris may block some exit routes. The disaster may have caused hazardous chemical spills. These conditions outline the need for recovery team members to have an applicable emergency action plan in place.
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RESCUE AND MEDICAL DUTIES

• Designated personnel will perform 
rescue duties

• Designated personnel will perform 
medical and first-aid duties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Develop and explain in detail what rescue and medical first aid duties are to be performed and by whom. All employees are to be told what actions they are to take in these emergency situations that the employer anticipates may occur in the workplace.
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EARTHQUAKES

• If you're indoors, move away from windows, machinery, or shelves 
that could fall over.  Get under strong furniture or to an inside 
corner of the building. 

• If you're outside, move into an open area away from tall buildings, 
power poles, trees, or anything that could fall on you.
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ACTIVE SHOOTER POSSIBILITY 

• Active Shooter executes a random or systematic indiscriminant 
shooting spree

• The objective is mass murder rather than other criminal intent
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TYPES OF ACTIVE SHOOTERS

• Angry customer

• Patient’s family member

• Mentally unstable individual

• Disgruntled employee

• Domestic violence spillover

• Not concerned with dying

• Will move freely until stopped by police, suicide, or us
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TYPES OF ACTIVE SHOOTERS- HUNTERS VS. HOWLERS

Hunters

• Make overt threats

• Draw attention

• Frighten intentionally

Howlers

• Develops a plan

• Acquires necessary tools

• Works in stealth

• Attacks without apparent warning
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ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE

• 911 called

• Plan for survival
- Hide-Run-Fight

• Police arrive
- Comply, obey, and remember everyone is suspect

• Police will bypass victims, be calm

• Only evacuate when ordered by officers

• Never enter site to help
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EMERGENCY DRILLS

• Shall be held with sufficient frequency to familiarize occupants with the drill 
procedure and to establish conduct of the drill as a matter of routine. 

• Drills must be planned by leadership

• To be held at expected and unexpected times and under varying conditions.

• Shall be Initiated by the fire alarm system when present

• Drill participants shall assemble in designated areas

• Orderly evacuation should be priority vs. speed 

• Occupants should be accounted for

• A record shall be kept

• Conduct a debrief of drill activities
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FIRE PREVENTION PLAN

The plan must include: 

• A list of the major fire hazards and handling,  storage, and control 
procedures

• Names or job titles of persons responsible for maintenance of 
equipment and systems to prevent or control ignitions or fires

• Names or job titles of persons responsible for control of fuel source 
hazards

• Training for all employees who have responsibilities in the plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.38(b) applies to all fire prevention plans required by a particular OSHA standard.The fire prevention plan must be in writing, except for firms with 10 or fewer employees.  Those businesses can communicate the plan orally to employees.Accumulations of flammable and combustible waste materials and residues must be controlled so they do not contribute to a fire emergency.Currently a fire prevention plan is required by OSHA only where an employer’s written policy:- Requires immediate and total evacuation of the workplace upon the sounding of a fire alarm signal-  Establishes an appropriate emergency action plan-  Prohibits employee use of fire extinguishersSee 1910.157(b)
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MAINTAINING PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

• Must maintain in a fully charged and operable 
condition

• Must keep in their designated places at all times 
except during use

• Must conduct an annual maintenance check

• Must record the annual maintenance date and 
retain this record for one year after the last entry 
or the life of the shell, whichever is less

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.157(c)(4)1910.157(e)(3)
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PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHER TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Where portable fire extinguishers are provided for employee use in the 
workplace, employees must be provided with an educational program on 
the use and location of the extinguishers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.157(g)Training and education required upon initial employment/assignment and at least annually thereafter.“Incipient Stage Fire” means a fire which is in the initial or beginning stage and which can be controlled or extinguished by portable fire extinguishers, Class II standpipe or small hose systems without the need for protective clothing or breathing apparatus.  [1910.155(c)(26)]
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PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

If portable fire extinguishers are provided for employee use, the 
employer must mount, locate and identify them so workers can access 
them without subjecting themselves to possible injury

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1910.157(c)(1)Employers can choose whether to train their workers to fight fires or to rely on outside services.
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EXTINGUISHER CLASSIFICATION

Letter classification given an extinguisher to designate the class or classes 
of fire on which it will be effective

Class A – ordinary combustibles (wood, cloth, paper)

Class B – flammable liquids, gases, greases

Class C – energized electrical equipment

Class D – combustible metals

A B C D
Ordinary

Combustibles

Combustible

Metals

Flammable

Liquids

Electrical

Equipment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The class of extinguisher should be on the extinguisher shell.  The picture-symbol labeling system now in use is designed to make the operation of fire extinguishers more effective and safe to use through the use of less confusing pictorial labels.  The system also emphasizes when not to use an extinguisher on certain types of fires.Because of recent information outlining the difficulties inherent in the extinguishment of fires in cooking appliances that involve combustible cooking media (vegetable or animal oils and fats), a new classification (Class K) has been established.  This classification is not listed in OSHA standards.  NFPA 10 specifies that listed and labeled Class K fire extinguishers are to be provided in these cases.         Class A             Class B              Class C              Class K
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FIRE EXTINGUISHER TYPES

• Extinguishing agent eliminates one of the vital elements of the fire

• Many types of extinguishers available

• Know location of extinguishers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although portable fire extinguishers are located strategically and in plain view throughout the workplace, it's a good idea to learn the exact location of extinguishers and fire alarms. Although one or more persons have been specifically assigned this job, it doesn't hurt to check the condition of extinguishers (is it clean and rust free?). Also be aware of what kinds of fires it will put out and how big an area it can cover.��Remember, too, that most extinguishers have a very limited operation time - only eight to ten seconds - so you have to be prepared to act fast and spray correctly.
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APPROPRIATE USE OF EXTINGUISHERS

• Alarm has been sounded

• Building has been evacuated

• Fire is small and confined

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because fires are dangerous, you must know when it is appropriate to attempt to fight a fire with a portable fire extinguisher. Meet the following criteria before fighting a fire:�* The fire alarm has been sounded. (Someone has summoned the fire department.)��* The building has been evacuated or is in the process of being evacuated.��* The fire is small and confined.
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SAFE USE OF EXTINGUISHERS

• You can fight the fire with your back toward an escape route

• The extinguisher matches the fire type

• The extinguisher works effectively

Presenter
Presentation Notes
* You can fight the fire with your back toward a non-threatened escape.��* Your extinguisher matches the type of fire you face.��* Your extinguisher works effectively.��
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APPROPRIATE USE OF EXTINGUISHERS

• You are properly trained in the use of the extinguisher

• You are confident you can put the fire out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
* You are trained to use the extinguisher and are confident you can put out the fire.
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INAPPROPRIATE USE OF EXTINGUISHERS

• The fire is large and has grown beyond its original confined space

• Your escape path is threatened

• You are not sure if you have the correct 
type of fire extinguisher

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do not use a portable fire extinguisher under the following conditions:��* The fire is already large or has grown beyond its original confined space.��* Your escape path is threatened.��* You are not sure if your extinguisher is the right type for your fire (you may not always know what elements are contributing to a fire).
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PERSONAL HAZARDS

• Smoke and noxious fumes

• Smoke and fumes cause unconsciousness

• Death may result

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workers who choose to fight a small fire with an extinguisher need to be aware of smoke and noxious fumes. These fumes enter the lungs and leave persons unconscious and at the mercy of�the flames. They are already unconscious or dead before the flames consume them
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PASS METHOD OF FIGHTING FIRES

• Hold the extinguisher upright
- Pull the pin
- Aim at the base of the fire
- Squeeze the handle
- Sweep the base of the fire

• Do not aim high at the flames

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When using a typical fire extinguisher, follow the "PASS" method. Hold the extinguisher upright and:��* Pull the pin (some extinguishers have a cartridge you need to Push), stand back eight or ten feet.��* Aim at the base of the fire.��* Squeeze the handle to release the extinguishing agent.��* Sweep at the base of the fire with the extinguishing agent. If you aim high at the flames, you won't put out the fire.
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FIRE PREVENTION

• Good housekeeping

• Accumulation of clutter

• Stored chemicals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good housekeeping is the simple act of keeping the work area clean and free of debris. Debris, especially that soaked with oil, grease, solvents or similar material, is often the unnecessary cause of fire. Such debris also is hazardous should workers have to evacuate in an emergency.��The importance of good housekeeping ties in closely with fire prevention. If you allow debris or flammable material to accumulate, the risk of starting a fire increases. There is always the possibility that fire may break out by accident. Fire prevention is part of the job of everyone. Everyone must help to keep the work area clutter-free and safe from other fire hazards, such as improperly used or stored chemicals.
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FLAMMABLE LIQUID HANDLING AND STORAGE

• Ignitable vapors 

• Heavier than air 

• Accumulate 

• Travel 

• Find open flame 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�At the work station, flammable liquids should be stored in approved safety cans and tanks (which should be kept closed). There are many to choose from. Flammable liquids should be stored in safety cabinets at the work station.�When flammable liquids are in use at individual work stations, the total of all flammables in use outside the storage area shall not exceed the sum of (1910.106(e)(2)(ii)(b):�* 25 gal of Class IA liquids in containers; and �* 120 gal of Classes IB, IC, II, or III liquids in containers; and �* 660 gal of Class IB, IC, Class II, or Class IIIA liquids in a single portable tank.*��Drums should be connected to a grounding system; this eliminates static electrical build-up when dispensing from the drum. �
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FLAME (OR IGNITION SOURCES)

• Cigarettes 

• Hand tools

• Cutting torch 

• Operating motor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For potential sources of ignition (e.g., welding, hot surfaces, mechanical sparks, electrical wiring) outlined in the workplace fire prevention plan, discuss the means of preventing fires from occurring (e.g., proper maintenance of wiring and equipment, sweeping up all combustibles before hot work starts) and controlling fires that do occur (e.g., making sure a fire watch is available when needed to sound a fire alarm and use a fire extinguisher, if appropriate).��
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SUMMARY

• There must be enough exits in the proper arrangement for quick 
escape

• Escape routes must be marked, lighted, free of obstructions, and locks 
must not be used to impede or prevent escape

• An emergency action plan and a fire prevention plan must be in place

• Fire extinguisher classes and numerical ratings help a user understand 
its capabilities

• Fire extinguishers must be inspected, maintained and employees 
must be trained in how to use them



Questions?
tamundson@smscsafety.com



C&B Risk Management Center

https://lossfreerx.com/Foyer.aspx?guid=766adff6-2c8f-4e64-8fa5-7e6ea46a7516
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